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CENTENNIAL 2 COLLECTION
A Fresh Approach to Modular Efficiency.

Centennial 2 dental cabinets provide several variations of rear delivery treatment centers, enabling users to select the right dental cabinet for their specific practice. Offering a unique system of customizable modules, Centennial 2 cabinetry can be tailored for specific functions within your work environment. The sleek design of Centennial 2 cabinets creates an aesthetic certain to suit any style.

FS42-2
With 2800 FWS. Shown in Wilsonart™ 5th Ave. Elm and Frosty White Mirage
Centennial 2 offers a wide variety of cabinet options ranging in 42” and 36” wide designs to fit in smaller operatory configurations. Multiple height options aid in achieving your unique storage needs and provide easy access to all items needed before, during, and after a procedure. Create the configuration to suit your office and easily upgrade when your practice needs change.
Accessibility

BEAUTIFUL
Contoured, radius corners and a seamless back panel provide modern aesthetics to the operatory.

DURABLE
Full length Steelsides™ steel columns provide the ultimate in cabinet strength and durability. Metal sub base is pre-treated with a rust inhibitor and then painted with a scratch resistant powder coat paint.

FLEXIBLE
Midsection modules can be built in almost any configuration to fit any doctor’s specific needs. Later, as needs change, modules can be easily replaced with a different configuration.

SERVICEABLE
Unique side panels are hinged for easy access to utilities or CPU. Steelsides™ columns also provide a convenient utility chase. Cabinets are pre-wired for ease of installation.
Reaching new heights

Customize

Choose from a wide selection and combinations of upper cabinets options to create a custom look.

FS36M-2
Shown with standard backsplash

FS36B-2
Shown with top cap

FS42B-2
Shown with Standard Uppers

UPPER CABINET OPTIONS

Available on the Flexible Support Center, Rear Delivery Center and Operatory Support Center. Standard height 16 5/8”. Tall and CPU height 21 5/8”

Options include:
• Pass-through doors on rear of cabinet
• Glass doors
• Computer storage configurations
• Adjustable Wood Shelves

*All models shown in Shown in Wilsonart™ 5th Ave. Elm and Frosty White Mirage
FS42-2
Shown with Standard Uppers and Optional Glass Doors

FS42-2
Shown with Extended Uppers and Optional Glass Doors

UPPER CABINET OPTIONS
Available on the Flexible Support Center, Rear Delivery Center and Operatory Support Center.

Standard height 16 5/8”.
Tall and CPU height 21 5/8”.

Options include:
• Pass-through doors on rear of cabinet
• Glass doors
• Computer storage configurations
• Adjustable Wood Shelves

modular efficiency
The Flexible Support Center features specially designed modules to provide an extensive array of configuration possibilities. In addition to your choice of flexible midsection modules, the cabinet base offers the unique ability for specification of front or side storage access. Additional versatility is offered with its ability to pair with the Mobile or Flexible Workstations. The efficient design combines maximum storage with minimal space requirements, to enhance the productivity of your operatory.

Flexible Support Center

FS42-2
With 2800 FWS.
Shown in Wilsonart™ 5th Ave. Elm and Frosty White Mirage

FS36-2
With 2500 MWS.
Shown in Wilsonart™ 5th Ave. Elm and Frosty White Mirage
Features:

• Available in your choice of 36” or 42” widths and multiple height options to fit any practice

• Modules in the midsection and lower areas can be customized to meet your individual needs

• Doctor’s and assistant’s lower storage areas can be accessed from the front or side and feature interior storage options including adjustable shelves, slide-out shelves or drawers

• Design allows integration of the Mobile Work Surface or Flexible Workstation

• Lighted work surface for comfort and productivity

• Control panel with clock-timer and master on/off switch for control of utilities and accessories

• Available upper storage cabinet with optional rear access

Options

• Cambria Quartz countertops

• CPU storage and Glass doors are available for optimum view in the upper storage modules

• Door and drawer modules for base

FS36B-2
Shown in Wilsonart™ 5th Ave. Elm and Frosty White Mirage
Rear Delivery Center

When space and flexibility are paramount, look to the Rear Delivery Center. Available in either 36” or 42” widths, the countertop pulls out to provide an ample work surface while allowing safe and correct control placement. The doctor’s delivery system and assistant’s vacuum are mounted on a pivoting extension for easy adjustment from left- to right-hand positioning. The Rear Delivery Center is an ideal choice for shared practices, clinics and schools.

Features:

• Available in your choice of 36” or 42” widths and two height options to suit practice needs

• The countertop extends to the practitioner and assistant, providing an easily accessible work surface

• Doctor’s delivery system and assistant’s instrumentation are swing mounted for easy left- to right-hand convertibility

• Control panel features master on/off switch for control of utilities and auxiliary equipment and clock timer

• Wilsonart™ Solid Surface countertops

Options

• Cambria Quartz countertops

• CPU storage and Glass doors are available for optimum view in the upper storage modules

• Door and drawer modules for base
The Operatory Support Center can maximize your efficiency with its spacious work area and ample storage. The assistant’s storage is conveniently accessed from the side of the cabinet. Storage options are available, such as slide-out shelves and drawers, for both doctor’s and assistant’s areas. The base module also features nitrous oxide and rubber goods storage areas. The CPU-ready option provides a practical slide-out shelf and CPU vents. This star performer provides maximum storage for ancillary equipment, while placing it ergonomically within easy reach.

**Features:**

- Customizable upper, midsection and base storage areas to meet your individual needs
- Control panel features master on/off switch for control of utilities and auxiliary equipment and clock timer
- Available for right- or left-hand delivery
- Assistant’s side lower storage features side access with interior storage options including adjustable shelves, slide-out shelves or drawers
- Base has center storage area designed for nitrous oxide and rubber goods storage
- Lighted work surface for comfort and productivity

**Options**

- Cambria Quartz countertops
- CPU storage and Glass doors are available for optimum view in the upper storage modules
- Door and drawer modules for base
Centennial 2

STANDARD FEATURES

- Control panel featuring master on/off switch for utilities control, auxiliary equipment and clock timer
- 16.5” upper storage module
- Curved Brushed nickel handles
- 3mm PVC Edgeband - Color coordinated to standard laminate selection
- Wilsonart™ Gibraltar Solid Surface countertops - non porous
- Color coordinated front facing internal edgeband
- Commercial grade high pressure laminate
- 6” Metal powder coat sub-base
- LED lighted work surface
- Pre-Wired Electrical with 10 Electrical Outlets
- Blum drawer runners for complete access to operatory supplies
- Blum concealed hinges for a sleek look
- Steel Sides™ full length columns and metal sub-base that is pretreated with rust inhibitor before being finished with powder coat paint. Ensuring strength and durability even in moist conditions

DELIVERY OPTIONS

Flexible Workstation
2800 FWS

For efficiency in your operatory, the large work surface of the Flexible Workstation features a unique arm that extends to your working position. This circle of reach allows the choice of either rear or side delivery. Additionally, the surface can be raised or lowered to provide the best ergonomic placement. Swing-mounted components feature dual segment arms for simple right- to left-hand delivery.

*Assistants workstations also available

Mobile Workstation
2500 MWS

With its patented contoured work surface, the Mobile Workstation, combined with the Flexible Support Center, brings ergonomic efficiency to your operatory. Innovative engineering of the extension arm allows exact placement with vertical, horizontal, and extension movements of the doctor’s delivery, as well as control head tilt.
**Mid Section Options**

**Mid Section Options include:**

**Shelf Module** allows for open storage of frequently used items and is available in either half or full width.

**Pull-Down Front** gives your operatory a neat appearance by keeping supplies and accessories concealed behind the panel. Module is available either half width or full width, to meet your needs.

**3-Drawer Unit** brings stylish order for smaller items. Available as a half-width module, they can be stacked or placed side by side for your storage needs.

**Articulating keyboard mount** is available as an option in all Centennial 2 midsection modules. The mouse tray may be added to additional workspace.

**Digital Clock Module** includes clock, clock timer and master on/off switch for control of utilities and auxiliary equipment.

**Flip-Up Front with optional Pull-Out Shelf** is available for easy access to equipment.

**Flip-Up Front** features a front panel which can be raised and slid into position, combined with a 3-drawer unit for storage of smaller items.

**Computer Monitor Module** will house up to a 17” monitor in an easily visible position while keeping unsightly cables hidden from view.

**Base Storage Options include:**

**Slide out shelves** interior drawers or various drawer modules are available to fit your professional requirements.

**CPU Base Module** available in Rear Delivery Unit models.

**CPU Slot** is optional, and provides a convenient area for the CPU with vents for proper circulation. The Operatory Support Center features a slide-out shelf for easy access to back out of CPU.

**Utility Closet**
Side doors with hidden hinges open to reveal a pre-wired utility chase. This convenient feature saves time and money by making service easy.

**Pre-Wired Electrical** provides easily accessible duplex outlets for accessories.

**Steelsides™** full length columns and metal sub-base are pretreated with a rust inhibitor before being finished with a powder-coat paint. This rigorous attention to detail ensures strength and lasting durability even in moist conditions.
Caseworx Cabinetry

Contoured and Modular Cabinetry.

Cabinetry can be a vital expression of your practice, while creating a pleasing environment for your patients. Pelton & Crane has combined the style and beauty of fine cabinetry with solutions for storing and delivering supplies and ancillary equipment.

Caseworx is a modular system of cabinets designed to provide flexible and affordable storage that can be changed or rearranged to accommodate your evolving needs. Easy to install and maintain, Caseworx cabinets can make a treatment room or sterilization center

Why choose Caseworx rather than local custom cabinetry?

Features like removable toe kicks facilitate under the module wiring of today’s or future technology. Serialized modules save you money by allowing the tax advantage of depreciation over a shorter term. And, should you decide to move or change your office, Caseworx can relocate with you.

Whether you’re designing a custom sterilization center or updating an established treatment room, Caseworx modular cabinets are engineered for efficient use of space, flexibility in design and lifelong durability.
Caseworx Contoured Cabinetry combines stylish design with the practicality of custom-made modular cabinetry. The optional solid surface countertop gives your treatment room the classic look and feel of excellence.

Design your unique cabinet groupings using Caseworx flexible modules. The proven combination of desk, sink, drawer and storage modules provide optimum organization.
STREAMLINED DESIGN. MAXIMUM EFFICIENCY.

CENTENNIAL 2 DENTAL CABINETRY

Treat yourself, your staff and your patients to modular dental cabinetry that creates an efficient, affordable and streamlined operatory. For more information call 1.800.659.6560.